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Diamondback's new 'FS Nine', a 9mm, 15+1 capacity striker fired pistol, is their latest offering,
adding to their line of pocket pistols, AR rifles, and AR pistols. It's a good fit for those wanting a
full-size 9mm firearm to wear holstered while hunting, or simply to have some protection while
hiking or other outdoor activities. It's also a home run as a home defense weapon due to its
high capacity, light weight, handles and points easily, and for me, has been completely reliable
through a series of 350 rounds. It also resides in the world of point and shoot guns with no lever
controlled manual safeties. Your safety, like many others, is simply the incorporated trigger
lever design, which is a no-brainer. As such, I'd suggest the FS Nine always be holstered to
protect the trigger from those inattentive stray fingers. And yes, even when used as a
nightstand gun. For those that refuse to leave a round in the chamber, you'll just have to
remember to rack it, even in a panic situation, and lose that precious second or two advantage.
Your call, of course, and this isn't a 'what if' review :)
First impressions? That's a tough one, and I probably shouldn't go there, but this is obviously an
area that's caused both Ford vs. Chevy enthusiasts, as example, to politely bounce personal
opinions off each other. Me? I like it. Most of it. I don't like the oversized magazine baseplate,
and would prefer 14+1 if that's what it took to have a flat plate. The rail? I find it excessive, but

it would certainly fill the role in attaching just about anything. Or everything? If you're into
pistol rail accessories, well, this baby will please you!
I love the slide design, the grip, and the trigger guard! And, there appears to be many quality
components within the system.
So let's get on with the review, starting with the specifications, additional notes and opinions,
and some range results.

Specifications.... (my measurements, not manufacturer's site specs)
Weight:
No magazine: 21.4 oz
With empty magazine: 24.8 oz
Loaded with 16 rounds of 115gr FMJ: 31.4 oz
Width:
Slide: .999"
Frame: 1.105" average
Grip: 1.236"
Overall: 1.236" max at grip bulge. No additional width from slide lock lever.
Recommended Ammunition:
Any weight of standard pressure 9mm. No +P or +P+, as this will void the warranty.
Slide to Frame Fit:
Tight front rail fit with minor play at rear. Overall excellent fit.
The polymer frame aligns with the slide nicely. No ugly bulges.
Slide lock. It's just enough to get the job done quickly and safely without being oversized
and in the way.

Barrel/Recoil Spring/Guide Rod:

Barrel Length: 4.75" (barrel end to breech face)
Finish: Highly polished feed ramp. Smooth lands. Excellent cut.
Barrel To Frame Fit: Tight barrel muzzle to frame fit, although the locking block has very
slight play.
Recoil Spring: Captured flat spring. Good stuff...except for the guide rod opening. I think
somebody goofed up on the specs here. It just doesn't fit very well and moves about.

Guide Rod Fit: Opening for guide rod appears
to be much too large. Rod moves around.

Trigger:
Safety lever
No double strike capability
Take-up weight: 1.5 lbs, distance 1/8"
Distance to break after take-up: 3/16"
Over-travel: 1/8"
Total trigger pull distance: 7/16"
Trigger weight, overall: 6.9 lbs

Trigger Feel (subjective, of course):
A smooth 7 lb pull with a resulting springy twang (dry firing), with a crisp break. It's very
similar to other pre-loaded striker fired pistols, except perhaps the overall pull weight,
which varies between manufacturers.
Trigger Reset:
There is no short reset stop in the traditional sense, but the trigger does not have to be
fully released to fire again. What you gain is eliminating the initial 1/8" take-up if you're
good at timing that sort of thing during rapid fire operation.
Magazine:
Made in USA by Check-Mate Ind.
High quality & seamless
Follower holds position well

Takedown:

Fast and simple with a common release tab on either side. Same as DB9 & DB380. It's a
popular takedown method and I believe one of the best in the industry. Diamondback
utilizes this method on all their handguns.
Striker Fired:

A preloaded design. Dual springs. The second spring, a return spring, is intended to keep
the striker's 'pin' out of the breech. A safety plunger is also incorporated, and similar to
other designs, including that of the DB9 and DB380. Once the slide is racked rearward,
the striker is captured by the sear. Upon releasing the slide, the sear holds the striker in
the fully extended position as the rest of the assembly moves forward into battery.
When racked, a cocked striker indicator protrudes from the slide cover (the striker
retainer plate). It's ready to fire.

Sear:

As the slide is racked, the striker tab forces the torsion spring loaded sear downward as
it passes over, followed by the sear snapping back into position to hold the striker tab
rearward and under full striker spring pressure (preloaded) and ready to fire as the slide
moves back into battery. Given the sear's heavy torsion spring, and the capture area,
chances of the sear inadvertently releasing the striker tab appears to be slim to nonexistent. And, this system is backed-up by a safety plunger, which blocks the striker from
moving forward unless the trigger is pulled. As the trigger is pulled to fire, the sear
pushes the striker further (very slightly) rearward, just enough to break from the
striker's tab. This further compression of the striker spring accounts for the remaining
trigger pull weight of approximately 7 lbs. The torsion spring itself is responsible for
approximately 3lbs of the total trigger pull weight. In order to decrease the trigger
weight, it would mean experimenting with lighter torsion springs and even reducing the
sear height to where it does not force the striker rearward that last .001" (or so) before
breaking. Safety and warranty concerns will most likely keep the average gun owner
from fooling with this. Then there are the not-so-average gun owners (insert crazy
smiley face here). On a side note, even 'if' a lighter torsion spring or shortened sear
causes a dropped gun to release the striker (which I find doubtful), the safety plunger
will prevent the striker pin from entering the breech and igniting a primer. Not that I
would suggest anyone dig that deep.

AT THE RANGE
Ergonomics:

The FS Nine has great ergonomics with a molded palm swell grip and a good grip angle.
The gun balances naturally and seems effortless to get back on target. Draw and aim is
natural, which is most likely due to the weight and balance.

Magazine Release:

The magazine release is well done and protrudes out far enough for fast magazine
changes without completely repositioning your grip to get to it. Yet, it doesn't protrude
so far as to be concerned of accidental releases.

Trigger Guard:

The trigger guard is undercut to get your hand higher on the gun, effectively lowering
the bore axis and felt recoil. The positions of all the controls, for me, are in the right
spot.
The front of the trigger guard has a slight hook
forward at the bottom for those that like to use that
area to help their control. There is also a slight
indentation in the grip on both sides for the thumb
to rest. I find it also aids in allowing the thumb to
drop down to release the magazine.

The Slide:

The slide is nicely done, and the bold serrations are aggressive. The design is a
continuation of the newer slide design from Diamondback's DB9 and DB380 series of
pocket pistols. It's a terrific look and gives the FS Nine some significant design class. The
'roll marks' cannot be better. No engravings or poor stampings here. A job very well
done!

Serial Number:

Located underneath the dust cover and buried within the Picatinny rail. I appreciate the
fact that Diamondback did not mount the serial number plate, exposed, on the grip.
Perfect!

Slide Lock:

I like the placement of the lock/release/last round hold open lever. It's very easy to
reach and release while in a proper grip without much effort.
Trigger Safety:
As much as I dislike trigger lever safeties, it's probably just a
visual preference for me since it does nothing to enhance the
looks of 'any' gun. However, they really don't get in the way,
and with the FS Nine, it's not an obstacle at all and you don't
feel yourself depressing the lever first, then the trigger. Not
bad, and you'll hardly know it's there. Nothing to do with this
review, but what 'is' the point of a trigger lever, when the
only way this would work as a safety is if you are able to pull
the trigger back via the trigger's edges or flat sides. I digress.

Sights:

Fixed front sight and a windage adjustable rear sight. Three dot configuration. Not night
sights. I prefer a tighter sight picture than these offer. In other words, I don't like much
'gap' between the sides of the front blade when aligned with the rear. I find it easier to
align as long as they're not so tight as to blend together at my arms length. But that's

just me. The 3 white dots are well shaped recessed circles. Sight distance front to rear is
6.25", which should assist with everyone's accuracy.
Shooting Fun:
I use an UpLULA to load high capacity magazines. When loading lot's of ammo, it's a
winner! Loading should get better with time, but that 15th round barely went in! That's
not a new experience, though, and at least the FS Nine loaded all 15 rounds as claimed. I
have magazines for other guns that manufacturer's have no problem claiming that one
extra round that really never fits.
So here we go. It's time to make some noise! I brought 250 various brand rounds to the
range for the first session, both in 115gr and 124gr standard pressure. I immediately
went through 100 rounds of Magtech 115gr FMJ without issue. The gun felt good.
Double and triple taps, even rapid fire were all a breeze to keep on target. Rested bullseye shooting showed the group to be gathering somewhat low and left. Nothing to get
excited about since this is a brand new gun and I've learned not to fiddle too much
before it's broken in. How long will that take? Not really sure, but a 250 round range
session should about do it, I would think. A second session was added since there were
issues with one of the brands of ammo at times would not feed properly and hang in the
throat, only going into battery with a nudge to the back of the slide. I wanted to
eliminate heat and dirt, so gave it a break, cleaned it up, oiled/greased, and tried it
again. Same results with that ammo only. I measured the case and neck with a caliper
and really think it's a sizing issue, primarily that the brass is slightly oversized and the
crimp did not provide much reduction in the neck as compared to known commercial
quality ammo, such as the Federal Premium HST.

The ammo used was Magtech 115gr FMJ, Precision One Reman. 124gr FMJ, Rattlesnake
115gr FMJ, and Federal Premium Law Enforcement 124 Grain HST HP Tactical ( I was
hoping they could make that name a little longer).

The issues I had were with the Rattlesnake ammo. And just one of those 'barely'
problems where a slight bump would cause it to go into battery. Perhaps the FS Nine
needs a little stronger recoil spring to resolve any future issues? On a "preloaded"
striker fired system, the slide has more spring pressure while uncocked than when it's
cocked. , which reduces overall tension. It's most likely the effect of the sear 'preloading'
the striker, and the striker's spring pressure is 'deducting' the total pressure of the recoil
spring. Hence, not going into battery at full recoil pressure. Or something close to that.
This may be something Diamondback may want to evaluate in order to strip 'all' ammo
home with a vengeance.

Safety:

A loaded chamber Indicator.

A striker 'cocked' or 'pre-cocked' indicator protrudes from rear slide cover.
Is the FS Nine a Legit Zombie Killer?
After the range sessions, yeah, I think so!

In Summary:
Diamondback wanted something to fill the gap between their pocket guns and their AR
lineup, and I believe the FS Nine will fill that role. I found no operational issues or
failures aside from the one brand of ammo causing some issues going into
battery. The gun was otherwise completely reliable through the first 250 rounds and
subsequent 100 round follow-up test.
I found no inferior or weak appearing parts, and I only have a few observations that
stood out to me. The guide rod opening in the slide, the size of the magazine's base
plate to accommodate a 15th round, and the rail.
As for developing an opinion on whether the FS Nine is a reliable, go to shooter? For the
short time I've had it for review, yeah, I believe this fits that role and will not disappoint.
As for longevity? The parts look well made and should present no issues, but it's a brand
new gun, so time will tell. Hell, if Diamondback can develop and keep improving the
lightest, smallest pocket guns in the world, they should have absolutely no issues
with a full size 9mm. I think Diamondback has hit a home run with the FS Nine.
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Disclaimer:
I am not associated with Diamondback, nor its affiliates. This review is based solely from my personal experience and
knowledge. This review will be submitted to various internet sites and will be posted on diamondbackforum.com, the official
unofficial Diamondback support and discussion group.

